Abstract-The sense of touch is an extremely important sensory system in the human body which helps to understand object shape, texture, hardness in the world around us. Incorporating artificial haptic sensory systems in rehabilitative aids and in various other human computer interfaces is a thrust area of research presently. This paper presents a novel approach of shape recognition and classification from the tactile pressure images by touching the surface of various real life objects. Here four objects (viz. a planar surface, object with one edge, a cuboid i.e. object with two edges and a cylindrical object) are used for shape recognition. The obtained tactile pressure images of the object surfaces are subjected to segmentation, edge detection and a mapping procedure to finally reconstruct the particular object shapes. The reconstructed images are used as features. The processed tactile pressure images are classified with feed-forward neural network (FFNN) using extracted features. The classifier performance is tested with different signal-to-noise (SNR) ratios. Is is observed that classifier accuracy decreases with decrease in SNR, but at SNR value 6 i.e. when the noise power is one sixth of the signal power, the mean classification accuracy of the classifier is 88%. This shows the robustness of feed-forward neural network in the classification purpose.The performance of FFNN is compared with four classifiers (Linear Discriminant Analysis, Linear Support vector machine, Radial Basis Function SVM, k-Nearest Neighbor). FFNN performed best acquiring first rank with a average classification accuracy of 94.0%.
INTRODUCTION
The sense of touch is an extremely important sensory system in the human body. Credited to his experiences through time, man has evolved owing to his ability to perceive, animate as well as inanimate objects in his ambience. A normal human can very easily perceive the shape, size, texture, temperature, roughness and some other properties of an object merely by touching and holding it. This ability being a source of inspiration to many scientists all around the globe has compelled them to extend their domains of research to include tactile perception and haptic interaction as inevitable parts of it. For the past two decades, a lot of effort has been put into designing robot arms with the sense of touch. In 2003 Walter Daniel Stiehl proposed a method to design a 'sensitive skin' for robots [1] . This type of artificial robot palm with the capability of haptic perception has been designed and prepared in the recent past [2] , [3] , [4] . In [5] the authors proposed a method to reconstruct the 3D shape of an object with the fusion of tactile as well as visual information from both types of sensors. Others works like microscopic irregularities determination of a surface, shape classification based on tactile information by universal robot hand [6] , object shape identification by dynamic tactile sensing (multi-samples) [7] have been done in this field of research. However, surface shape recognition by the mere processing of one tactile image that yields the desired outcome with considerably less time consumption has not been developed of late as par our knowledge and this is the novelty of our approach to surface shape perception.
Artificial shape recognition through proximity sensing can be utilized in artificial arms to provide greater accuracy, controllability and more human-like interactions. It can also be implemented in various human-computer interfaces like virtual environments, computer games and also medical robotics to incorporate the sense to touch.
In this work an effort has been made as the first step towards artificial shape recognition by proximity analysis of surfaces of various real life objects. In this paper we propose a methodology by virtue of which our model will possess the inherent ability to reconstruct the shape of a surface from the obtained pressure distribution image by touching. Here four objects (viz. a planar surface, object with one edge, a cuboid i.e. object with two edges and a cylindrical object) are used for shape recognition. The tactile pressure images are processed followed by classification with feedforward neural network (FFNN) using extracted features. The classifier performance is tested with different signal-tonoise (SNR) ratios. One experiment is exemplified to show the robustness of this classifier in our topic of research by drawing a comparison with other well-known classifiers by two statistical tests: McNemar's test and Friedman test.
In section 2 the experimental set-up is briefly explained. Section 3 describes the proposed methodology of surface shape recognition. Section 4 describes the results including the statistical tests for perform analysis. Finally future research directions are provided and conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
A. Surfaces to be reconstructed Four different types of surfaces have be consideration for our experiment: Planar su having two vertical edges (one side of a cub having only one vertical edge and Cylindrica objects which we have used to get the surface Fig. 1(I) .
B. Pressure distribution images
We have used an alternative of the tact using stamp pad ink on the human palm. The for tactile shape recognition is fully covere paper and then the inked palm holds the holdings of different types of objects are show Then the traced inked image on the paper is digital camera. Total 12 images for a partic acquired for the classification purpose as ex next section. One image for each surface is 1(c).
C. Classification
For classification of the four different typ as mentioned previously we have used tota contributed from 12 samples for each class. A neural network is used for the classification pu hidden layers. In this process, 65% (31 sampl samples are used for training purpose, 15% ( validation process and the remaining 20% (1 testing. The classification is done both in nor (Additive White Gaussian Noise) environment
III. THE METHODOLOGY
The experimental paradigm has been des in mind the aim to recognize the shape of a s by proximity sensing in order to obtain distribution unique to the shape of the par under consideration and thereafter, to class appropriate class using classifiers. Upon hold depending on the shape of the surface while palm feels either uniform or non-uniform pr different regions. At the edge of the consideration the pressure values are higher to the predominantly planar regions. Thi fundamental concept of the approach unde present study. We have classified the obta distribution image into different 'pressure analyzing its edges. For the surfaces without a (viz. cylindrical surface), the pressure value continuous manner unlike the edged surface values change almost discretely. This difference in pressure pattern change is used the shape of continuous surfaces. The undert is presented in Fig. 2 in the form of a block dia een taken into urface, Surface boid), Surfaces al surface. The es are shown in tile images by surface to held ed by a white e surface. The wn in Fig. 1(II) .
collected by a ular surface is xplained in the shown in Fig. pes of surfaces al 48 samples A feed forward urpose with 20 les) of the total (7 samples) for 10 images) for rmal and noisy ts.
signed keeping surface merely the pressure rticular surface sify it into its ding an object, e touching, our ressures on its surface under in comparison is fact is the ertaken in the ained pressure e classes' by any strict edges es change in a es where these characteristic in determining taken approach agram.
A. Shape Recognition from press
In Fig. 3 
1) Surface edge detection:
Surface edge detection is easily done here by thresholding as it can be easily seen from fig.1(a) that at the surface edges the image intensity is comparatively higher. So by analyzing the image histogram we can determine appropriate the threshold value and apply that to detect surface edges. One typical example is shown in fig.4 .
2) Image segmentation:
The region in each square segment where the image exists is segmented out by global thresholding method. If T is the chosen threshold, then the thresholded image can be defined as
where f(x,y) denotes a point of the original image. The required threshold T is selected in an iterative manner [8] as described below:
i) Select an initial estimate for T.
ii) Segment the image using T. Two groups of pixels will be produced: one with intensity value ≥ T and the other with intensity value < T. Let us call them G 1 and G 2 respectively. iii) Determine the average intensity values µ 1 and µ 2 for the regions G 1 and G 2 respectively. iv) Compute a new threshold value :
Repeat from step-2 to step-4 until the difference in T in successive iterations is smaller than a predefined parameter 0
One example of such segmentation is shown in fig. 5 .
3)
Mapping procedure: For mapping we have taken a 30×20 matrix M as shown in fig. 6 . The mapping matrix can be represented as, M = [m ij ] 30×20 . Here each segment symmetrically corresponds to each segment of the 22 segments in fig. 3(b) . Hence the sub-matrix sizes are given by: The main challenge of mapping the pressure values into the matrix M is to differentiate between surfaces with continuously changing slope and surfaces with discontinuously changing slope. The overall mapping process is described below:
When the segmented portion has no surface edge:
1. Determine the region of pressure image from the segmented area of the image (e.g. the white area in fig. 5(b) 4. Place the pressure matrix at particular sub-matrix location in the mapping matrix M. 5. Do this for all the square segmented portions that do not have any surface edge except P 6 and P 9 . Since these two portions of the palm do not touch some surfaces completely e.g. the planar one, so these two matrices are copied from the matrices P5 and P8 respectively.
ii) When the square segment contains an surface edge:
1. The two partitioned regions of the square-segmented image (partitioned by the edge) are segmented out and the pressure information is obtained by determining the pressure values for both regions as explained before.
Keeping the assumption in mind that
the connecting surfaces at any edge are perpendicular to each other, when the presence of an edge is confirmed at the first time, the pressure values of the subsequent pressure points are increased by a finite user-defined threshold amount. Later, if another surface-edge is found then the submatrix values are decreased by the same amount. This process continues until all the rows of M are analyzed.
4) Surface-shape reconstruction:
The following methodology is used for reconstruction of the surface shape: a) At first determine how many different 'pressure classes' are there in M. A 'pressure class' is defined as a region having pressure value in a predefined range. Two different types of reconstruction procedures will be used depending on the following conditions:
1. If there are only one pressure class then it goes to group-1. 2. If there are more than one pressure classes and at least one edge, then it will also belong to group-1. 3. If there are more than one pressure classes but there is no edge, then it goes to group-2.
• Group-1
Reconstruct the shape by thresholding the raw pressure values. The threshold value for a particular pressure class is determined by calculating the mean of all pressure point values which belong to that class.
• Group-2 1. Calculate the mean of all columns of M, obviously it will be a single column vector. 2. Use polynomial fitting (here we have used cubic polynomial) to the column vector and fill all the columns by the fitted values. 3. Then reconstruct.
B. Feature extraction
Features are particular attributes of a given object (here image). The process of acquiring the particular attributes capable of providing the necessary information about its certain properties is called feature extraction. Feature extraction is a major step in pattern classification. The extracted features are used at first to train a particular classifier, then when we want to classify a test pattern then its features are used as test input to the classifier. So by this type of supervised learning the classifier will adapt itself to be able to classify the test pattern based on its previous experience.
In our experiment, the features are the reconstructed matrix values. This matrix is reshaped to a row vector and then applied to the classifier as the feature.
C. Classification
The extracted features are used as the input to the classifier. Here a feed-forward neural network (Fig.  7) is used for the classification purpose, implemented in MATLAB environment. Neural networks [9] , [10] mimic the working to biological neurons to simulate wide variety of information processing occurring inside human brain for various automated pattern recognition applications. Artificial neurons in an artificial neural network are connected either by feed-forward to feedback configurations. Feed-forward network consists of number of layers containing number of neurons, where information flows in forward direction only, i.e. signals from the i th can be propagated to any layer following the i th , for i≥1. The initial layer is the input layer; outermost between these layers. The neurons in the hidden and output layer receive weighted output of the n previous layer and its summation sigmoid type non-linearity. In case of only the weighted output is passed to following the connectivity between the Weights are adjusted so that the erro observed output from each unit an output specified by the target matrix The training data set is divided into thr the training set, which is used for c gradient and updating the network biases; (ii) the validation set, wh monitored during the training proce tends to increase when data is over fitte test set, whose error can be used to ass of the division of the data set.
In our experiment, there are 20 hidd output layer of the neural consists corresponding to the four shape classes this work. neurons of the is passed to f input neurons the next layer ese two layers. or between the nd the desired is minimized. ree subsets: (i) computing the weights and hose error is ess because it ed; and (iii) the sess the quality den layers. The of four unite, s considered in SSION d raw pressure e reconstructed (ii) one-edged, faces. From the odel is able to determine the regions of differe effectively. In fig. 8-II(a) ther pressure classes which have a difference. But in figures 8-II(b pressure classes with appreciable between them(red and blue reg difference). On the other hand, have a discontinuous change in previous two although it has thre classes(red, yellow and blue all ex By using the reconstruction obtained the reconstructed surfac 8-III, which will be used as featu of classification.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUS
A. Reconstruction result
B. Classification result
For noise free environment 100% accuracy. So our main co these four shapes in noisy env White Gaussian Noise is added features of the 48 samples, and t applied to the classifier input. R noise with different signal to nois how the classifier's performance SNR changes. The SNR is decrea steps of two (the last value is not every SNR value we have taken Mean  Standard  deviation  Trials  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  20  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  0  18  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  0  16  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  0  14  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  100  0  12  90  100  100  100  90  90  100  100  100  90  96  5.16  10  100  90  100  90  90  100  90  100  90  90  94  5.16  8  70  100  100  100  100  90  80  100  90  90  92 [12] and Friedman test [13] , have been performed to compare the relative performance of feed-forward neural network with 4 standard classifiers for the proposed algorithm with an SNR=10.
CHANGE OF ACCURACY WITH SNR AND THEIR STATISTICAL PARAMETERS
SNR
Classification Accuracy
1) The McNemar's test: Let f A and f B be two classifiers outputs obtained by algorithm A and B, when both the algorithms used a common training set R. We now define a null hypothesis:
where, f(x) be the experimentally induced target function to map any data point x on to specific classes K, where f(x) is one of K classes. Let, n 01 be the number of examples misclassified by f A but not by f B and n 10 be the number of examples misclassified by f B but not by f A . The McNemar's statistic with a correction factor [14] , [15] is given by, [11] , N, the number of databases is usually large. But in this experiment, the proposed algorithm is tested with only one database. So, the Friedman test cannot be applied directly in the present problem. We applied a modified Friedman test, where instead of taking average rank of individual algorithm, we consider the rank obtained from classification accuracy obtained by experimenting with the present database only.
The null hypothesis here, states that all the algorithms are equivalent, so their ranks r j should be equal. The Friedman statistic, 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
A novel approach for surface shape recognition by merely touching its surface has been proposed and successfully implemented. This scheme makes use of the fact that the pressure distribution each surface generates is unique to the surface shape, the pressure points being used to classify the surface into its appropriate class using a two layer feed forward neural network. Keeping intact the novelty of our approach, the next step could be generation of the complete 3D reconstructed shape of the object and hardware realization of the scheme in order to accomplish our objective of creating a usable real time device capable of perceiving the accurate shape of an object.
